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Abstract: The traditional architecture education is inadequate in responding both today's developing technology and increasing social demands which causes it's not being able to reach to a large segment of society. When traditional education style is adopted, it is clearly seen that education of architecture and especially design courses couldn’t reach the required level of freedom which is foreseen for architecture students and it is more like trapped in the patterns of the 'banker education' model of Paulo Freire, who is one of the most important educational philosophers of the 20th century. Considering that the main aim of the architecture profession is to provide architectural service, it becomes obvious that architecture profession not only keeping behind of providing service to the community as required but also isn’t able to reach them wholly. When the architectural education of past and today’s traditional education methods are considered, it is clear that implementation methods are missing or inadequate while transferring only the existing information within the hierarchical structure as they were born from the traditional structure. Evaluating together Freire’s liberating education style with the architecture education it is possible to face with an environment where emphasis is given to the methods of implementation, empowerment in relation to the environment and social structure, and most importantly, we are faced with an environment in which the trainer and the trainer learn together. Today many new methods and new practices of architectural education are being tested and under several social responsibility projects, they are practiced in compliance with the academic rules, or in different ways like completely free from the academic regulations or semi free from them.

In this article, Freire's liberating educational philosophy, criteria revealed by the combination of this philosophy and architecture education and methods applied today, will be analyzed and evaluated accordingly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Paul Freire, who made a great impact on liberating style of education in the 20th century, has shed light on innovative thinking in the education world for the past 35 years, although it has begun to be understood. By experiencing directly in a natural environment, Freire has embraced an educational model adopted to learn through emotions. Supporting with his education background, he devoted himself to prove this method which has been come up with the philosophy of preferring to read the world rather than reading the words. Defining the traditional education model as a 'banker education' model, Freire suggests that this model lies at the basis of information as static and as passive objects to students. This model is not only a model of memorization and educator-centered but also it is a model of which is not let the student inquire what the lecturer says as the lecturer’s sayings are accepted as law.

Interrogation and critical thinking has an important place in the innovative education model that supports experimentation and implementation. According to the Freire’s point of view education should help people to objectify the world, understanding it with a critical manner and to encourage students to make an act for creating a better world. The education needs to be instructive for gaining critical skills, questioning and finding truth. Freire believes that there should be a period of ‘consciousness’, for students being gained a critical view of social events and determination on how they can change society or even offer suggestions in the direction of within these critical perspectives. According to the Freire, knowledge is always a process and comes up with the result of people's conscious action on the objective reality. Ayhan (1995) believes that the liberation of the world will be the result of the emergence of these conscious actions. Freire called the educational process as ‘Dialogue’ which has been built up by critical point of view. Dialogue is characterized as a process in which an educator and an instructor work together. According to Freire’s point of view communication can’t be provided without dialogue and without dialogue a real education can’t be realized. His method is based on Praxis which believes that without thought, action would be nonsense and if the action isn’t
completed then the man’s thought will be just an imagination and can’t be realized into the real world. For this reason, both practices should be carried out at the same time (Freire, 1987).

Freire believes that liberation of the people depends on education. According to him, impartial education is not possible but education is a tool that is used in order to facilitate the integration of people into the system by the logic of the existing system or it is a tool or "practice of freedom," in which people discover what they are about to criticize on the facts and how they will participate in the transformation of their world and perceive what they see with a creative mind (Freire, 1991, p.14).

Freire's view emerges as a reaction to the fact that a society that has learned to be free and to criticize will undergo education. Education directly builds a bridge between the notions of being “literate” and “reaching the free community”. By his ideas which aims to build a notion of “culture circle” instead of the word of “school”, he displays a point of view that contradicts with the traditional structure while aiming to erase the model in question from the minds completely.

In terms of architectural education, questioning has great importance which paves the way for liberation. This vision will make the architecture profession beneficial for the community by increasing its social responsibility characteristic while avoiding give its service to authority. Architecture is not only a profession which takes strength from society, politics, economic structure, and most importantly from the social environment but also it is a profession that needs to work and practice in every aspect of society within the environment and communities.

The environment of education is as important as the education process. Freire stated both the trainee and educator should decide on the study area together. The reason is, according to the Freire’s point of view, the meeting point, where the trainee and trainer meet, should be a social environment that is created by them. Freire (1991), describes the educational space as a place to do tutorial games and practical lessons rather than classic and common lessons are carried out.

This article aims to analyze the reasons of widespread architecture education not being complied with the liberating education and new practices adopted in liberating architecture education will be evaluated briefly.

II. LIBERATING ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

When Freire’s philosophy of liberating education is analyzed, it is possible to say that architectural education should undergo revision within itself and follow innovative approaches. When both Freire's liberating educational philosophy and history of architecture are analyzed together, it becomes clear that architectural education should be more free and beneficial to the society.

When Freire's liberating ideas have been combined with architectural education methods, several criteria for free education appears. These are as follows;

- Informal Education: An independent educational method apart from the academy should be adopted
- Praxis: thoughts and practice should occur at the same time.
- Application Method: Learning methods should be applied with experiences and senses.
- Memorization: Students should strictly avoid from memorization
- Critical Overview: Critical education should be developed.
- Social Responsibility: Sensitivity to social issues should be developed and served.
- Friendly Environments: educational places should create social environment.
- Anti-Hierarchical Structure: An anti-hierarchical educational environment should be provided.
- Collaborative Education: Understanding of competitive education must be strictly confronted and a cooperative education method must be applied.
- Learning Together: An educational environment, where student and lecturer learn together, should be provided

III. CONCLUSION AND EVALUATIONS

Architecture education, where Ecole Des Beaux Arts and Bauhaus have been accepted as an idol for many years, has been a part of the traditional education system. Architecture education as worked for acceptance of the present work with minor changes, rather than to make bigger changes to the existing one by trying to adapt it to the society. On the other hand, liberating architectural education is an educational method that criticizes the current work by aiming to change the system in order to solve the socio-economic problems and presented architecture to the society without any difference from the health service and education service.
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